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Belang and Kabata Banda
in the adat practices in the Banda Islands
Joëlla van Donkersgoed and Muhammad Farid
ABSTRACT

boats and songs which tie the people, their environment and history together.
These boats, locally referred to as belang or kora-kora, feature symbolic decorations
kabata
locations, keramat, are honoured and a ceremony is held at the traditional house
in which special bamboo poles play a central role in the performance of the
cakelele
certain passages from kabata
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NATURAL AND CULTURAL HISTORY OF THE BANDA ISLANDS
This phrase
has been translated from the Hikayat Lonthoir, a handwritten manuscript
1

2

1

orang kaya

in Amsterdam. You can download it here at: https: //www.hetscheepvaartmuseum.nl/sites/
numbers in the manuscript which were added later. The original text is as follows: Alkisah maka
terseboet Tjerita dari Orang2 Banda pada permoelaan tahoe pohon2 Pala dan boeanja itoe ada begoena
kepadanja. Translation by authors.
2
Throughout the article we use the modern Indonesian spelling of the words and names from
hikayat
Cilu Bintang.
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this manuscript, we shall use a written account of its oral history by a
sources will allow us to discuss the history of the islands from a local angle,
rather than the usual, colonial Dutch perspective. Moreover, they enable us
community in the past. After the historical overview we shall continue to
discuss the contemporary cultural practices.
The Hikayat Lonthoir
man (orang kaya)
the manuscript is an oral historical account written down by a copyist
handwriting, the manuscript is illustrated with detailed drawings of the
various boats which have played a central role in local history (see Image 2,

Image 2. Full page of the Hikayat Lonthoir with a drawing of the belang or kora-kora
named Limarei
Hikayat Lonthoir
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and made publicly available by the National Maritime Museum in Amsterdam
by this process have already contributed to a renewed debate on the history of
and maritime travel, aspects which are not prominent in colonial historical
sources. Further research is needed to discover why M.S. Neirabatij created
the manuscript, for whom and how it came to be in the collection of Professor
Maritime Museum.
Spirituality plays an important role in the Hikayat Lonthoir
Hikayat Lonthoir

and Japheth, roamed the world, but they lived in sin and there was no ruler in
wali of Allah, and
Mount Ulupitu. Siti had a craving to eat pomegranate (buah dalima
was to be found. Therefore, Jalin proposed that she prayed two rak’a to Allah
found the pomegranate growing on Mount Ijan, which is now called Gunung
Api, and he brought it to Siti. After she had eaten the fruit, she gave birth to two
sons, and each time she prayed the fruit would grow and she would give birth
to more children until there were six sons and one daughter. She then returned
to God, and is buried on the eastern side of Mount Ulupitu.
Hikayat Lonthoir sets the tone for the rest of the
and the eating of the produce of the land is directly related to the births of the
legendary siblings. The Hikayat highlights that the islands themselves were
called these siblings legendary because most of the manuscript revolves around
these brothers and their sister. At the outset, they lived heathen lives while
of natural laws are noteworthy, we shall describe three instances as examples.
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feet met the ground. The water source was discovered by the brothers when
they noticed a wet cat coming out of the bushes. They decided to settle near
the water source. These stories highlight how the lives of the early inhabitants
were interwoven with their awareness of the environment around them and that

this, the Hikayat mentions that, on a bright moonlight night, the sister gave
3

to give her a name. Nuilay called her Cilu Bintang
star. Silisely gave her the name Cilu Matahari
Bulan
Padjar

Melur, and

Islands and, throughout the Hikayat Lonthoir, she is described as a wise woman
who is consulted by her brothers and cared deeply about them.
One day, the oldest brother, Nuilay, was chosen as the leader and he ordered
a boat to be built so as they could explore the other islands which they could

in Judea. The four older brothers left their youngest brother to guard the boat,
while they went to Medina and Mecca to convert to and study Islam.4
3

In the Hikayat

4

The Hikayat Lonthoir
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arrived before them and brought Islamic teachings to the community.

Image 3. The presentation of the adat regalia, including buka puang, in the adat village
Hikayat
monetary donations have been placed in front of this scripture. (Photograph by J.

from other sources it can be deduced that Islam arrived in the Moluccas between the eighth
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point in the Hikayat
the Hikayat
similar to the beginning of the Hikayat

environment is therefore an essential part of life. The Hikayat describes the
and descriptions of who the boatbuilders were and why the boats were given
certain names. After the return of the four brothers from Mecca, each was given
brother also built a boat to be able to return to their eldest brother and sister
The Hikayat
into two moieties occurred from the moment the brothers settled in other
Orsia

Orlima

Buka kampong ceremony.
The last sea voyage in the Hikayat we shall mention here recounts the
Hikayat describes her as the very beautiful daughter of
captain (kapitan
Sometime later, King Nusaniwe

Nusaniwe. Therefore, they exiled her and her daughter, putting them on a
raft with provisions and so she travelled to many lands. The place where she

See also
Babad Tanah Jawi.
In the Hikayat Lonthoir the name is written Noesniwie or Noesniwij.
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various mountains play an important role in the Hikayat. Elevations are used
not only to offer a greater perspective on their environment but they are also
used as locations of spiritual importance. The active volcano Gunung Api
is mentioned as the fertile soil in which the pomegranate grew that was the
prelude to the birth of the seven siblings. As this volcano is the mother of the
surrounding islands, the connection between Gunung Api as a generating
source of land and life is logical. The volcanic island is also the location on
return from their journey to Mecca. After the brothers settled in their respective
areas, several built their villages, mosques, and prayer houses at the foot of
and justice was pronounced. For example, the meeting of the brothers to
Mount Ulupitu.
Hikayat
Hikayat relates

the sea or used boats to escape the onslaught, and they travelled to other
This story of deceit was later used by the Dutch to ally with the people of
and conquered
Dutch strengthened their position on Neira and this area became the heart of
At this point, we shift from using the Hikayat as our primary source to
for this move is that the Hikayat
pursuit of a monopoly on the production of and trade in nutmeg and mace
Hikayat does
mention that the Dutch collaboration with Lonthoir did lead to an exodus
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are therefore called Banda Asli
One group of Banda Asli,

sail in their armada of boats in two groups: one led by Raja Firamanji Solmasa
Resi Alam and the other led by orang kaya Suji Futun
in the boat Lele Alam
Duang and the latter to Tumaf.
The Hikayat Lonthoir describes a similar process and, in both cases, the act
of renaming indicates a permanent disconnection from the place/land from
which the boat had come so as to form a new tie with the island on which
they landed.
The Banda Asli
for the creation of a Dutch-led plantation colony farmed by convicts and
leaders (orang kaya
cruelties committed in the Archipelago. An eye-witness report of a Dutch
orang kaya were herded into a bamboo-enclosed
space and, as the rain poured down, the men were mercilessly decapitated
Banda Asli, their
the commemoration of this history, as the cakelele dance must be performed
detail in the section about Buka kampong.
The apprehension felt by the ancestors of the Banda Asli towards the
Dutch was not based solely on the earlier duplicity of the Portuguese and
subsequent mistrust towards Europeans in general. They did not trust the
reinforced by the fact that, when the Dutch arrived at the islands, dormant
Hence the volcano again features as an important element and acts as an
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around its top is a good indicator of the weather conditions. In short, people

arrival of a new religion, Islam, and hence as a source for spiritual guidance.
To be able to travel to other islands and lands is crucial to gaining access to
the identity and traditions of the people. These traditions and forms of local
adat and the next sections will explore various aspects
of the adat

: THE OPENING OF THE VILLAGE
Buka
kampong. It is a traditional ceremony consisting of a series of events held at the
various rumah adat
adat
adat villages. In total there are eighteen
administrative villages but only seven of these are adat
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or Namasawar
Lonthoir

Ratu
Waer

Fiat
Sairun

is an eighth adat village called Rosenggin on the Island of Hatta whose status
is somewhat disputed because it no longer has a rumah adat and therefore
the inhabitants can hold no Buka kampong and perform no cakelele dance.
However, they do have a traditional boat with which they participate in the
belang race.

adat

adat

Earlier we briefly mentioned there are two groups into which the
inhabitants of these adat villages are divided: the Orlima
the Orsia
.
Sejarah Banda Naira,
mentions that there are multiple mythical and historical explications for

Ulisiwa group (also Orsia
Seram they formed the Ulilima group (also Orlima
to the south of Seram they formed the Uliase group. The second explanation
is that the grouping occurred as a consequence of the power the sultanates
of Ternate and Tidore exercised over the islands of Seram, Ambon, and their
surroundings. The Orlima group is an ally of Ternate and the Orsia group is
allied with Tidore. The third reason claims that the separation of Orlima and
Orsia
and King Sahulau, with the Orlima supporting Ternate and the Orsia

Wacana

describes that the division into Orlima and Orsia originates from the separation
adat
Orsia. Meanwhile, the other
six adat
to the Orlima
up with the historical dominance of the sultanate of Ternate, rather than the

The characteristics of the adat structure of the Orlima and Orsia can be seen
in the different performances of the cakelele
The number of the cakelele dancers is related to their relationship to their adat
village. Therefore, the Orlima
cakelele of the Orsia
8
Moreover, the customary adat structure of
an Orlima
bapak lima,
mama lima
cakelele
mai-mai dancers, who
are accompanied by three instruments. The adat structure of the Orsia is more
or less similar, the only difference is their numbers consist of nine people.
Each adat village has its own Buka kampong ceremony which has to precede
the performance of adat traditions such as the cakelele dance. The designation
Buka kampong is generally interpreted simply as “the opening of the village”,
Buka kampong as “the opening of the beginning of life”, or “beginning a life”.
This meaning is based on the essential part of the ceremony called buka puang,
Puang is a term used
mayang

Buka kampong ritual

mayang,

Buka kampong ritual as being similar
to the process of giving birth by women or the circumcision ritual for men.
The connection between circumcision and the beginning of life might
Its origin can be traced to the ancient Egyptians, after which it was adopted by

For an impression of the Buka kampong ceremony and the cakalele dance in the adat village
Namasawar (Orlima

8

cakalele

Orsia
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to become an honourable paternal head of a family. Moreover, circumcision
represents an initiation phase in which a boy becomes a man. The relationship
to the buka puang

buka puang behind the cakalele dancers in a
procession of adat performers and adat leaders to the site of a cakalele performance. (Photograph

Buka kampong
of a new life which will become part of the community and, having a family, is
an important goal in life. The importance of childbirth and its relation to nature
is also mentioned in the Hikayat Lonthoir, when Siti Kalsum becomes pregnant
after eating the pomegranate. From the Hikayat, we learn that childbirth and
encompasses the relationship with God, sacred objects and places, and the
spirits of the ancestors. Therefore, sacrality imbues various aspects of life.
land”, which means a harmonious blend of the sacredness of Islam and adat
that all religious rituals are invariably followed by traditional ceremonies and
vice-versa. This interconnectedness between religion and adat is also integral
to the ritual of Buka kampong and the paddling of the traditional boats, belang
or kora-kora.
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All adat
cakelele dance, belang
or kora-kora boat, and a unique way of performing the Buka kampong ritual.
Nevertheless, there are similarities. The Buka kampong ceremony consists of
Musyawarah:
Putar tampa
siri permisih:
Putar
jaster: preparing the jaster
Putar tampa siri besar or preparing the
cakalele;
Buka puang
Cakelele
Belang kora-kora
Kasi mandi belang: bathing the
belang
Tutup kampong: closing of the village. However, the order
the local community and their customs. Sometimes the ritual is performed
simply to inaugurate the cakelele performance followed by the Tutup kampong
with no Belang kora-kora event.
Belang kora-kora regatta, we shall give a run-down
of the various elements of the Buka kampong to give an overall picture. The
musyawarah to ensure that all the component parts can
be properly planned and well run. This meeting, which is attended by the
traditional elders and religious and community leaders, is held seven days
before the second step. The purpose of this second step, called Putar tampa
siri permisih
out one day before the tampa siri
sacred place (keramat
of the event will be given a divine blessing and the permission of the fratourom,

the delivery of the tampa siri to the keramat, which is different in each adat
village because each has its own sacred places. For example, in Ratu village
Parigi Laci
After permission has been granted and the tampa siri have been placed at
the keramat, the fourth step is the preparation of the attributes to complete the
cakalele
mama lima
or mama siwa, beginning with the clothing and including the cakalele attributes
such as the salawaku
perang
Belang
kora-kora
are also prepared.
preparation for the cakalele dancers: the turning of their headcloth. At this
point, only the mama lima/siwa and bapak lima/siwa may enter the adat house it
away from the adat
will be set up in front of the adat
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also collect coconut leaves and the coconut mayang. This process is carried
buka puang
seventh phase involves the preparation of the tampa siri besar, a large offering
buka puang will be placed after the completion of the ninth
step. The tampa siri besar is stored in the adat
wherever the cakalele dancers perform.

cakelele
poles and buka puang in front of the rumah adat of Namasawar. (Photograph by J. van

The eighth step is cutting the bamboo poles for the cakelele performance.
In the tradition of the Orlima
Orsia use nine bamboo poles. Each bamboo pole is planted in front of the adat
house, the location where the cakelele will be performed. Several rules must be
observed during the process of cutting bamboo for the cakelele. For example,
the cut bamboo must not touch the ground before it has arrived at the adat
house. This rule does not apply to the bamboo cut for the archway in front
of the adat
The treatment and cutting of these bamboo poles is executed with great
bamboo poles for the cakelele
orang kaya, who were slaughtered by the Dutch East
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on the bamboo. Another interpretation says the red cloth, called a patola, is
bamboo poles are erected can be interpreted as follows: even though the orang
kaya
surrendered to colonialism. The cakelele is therefore a commemoration of their
adat
community.
The ninth step in the buka puang ritual is carried out at night. It begins
with reading a prayer, the requisite opening of the cakelele, then waiting until
puang”, no visitors are allowed
to enter the traditional house, with the exception of the group of bapak lima/
siwa and mama lima/siwa
puang” is understood as
waiting for the birth of a baby from the womb. Or, it can also be interpreted as
moment at which the puang
baby has been born or a boy has reached adulthood (akil balig
the “puang opens”, the community is allowed to enter the adat house to view
adat
The tenth step is the performance of the cakelele. It can be carried out in
front of the adat house or sometimes upon request at another place. In the
cakelele is a traditional dance unique to the region and rich
cakelele dances, the cakelele
Islands is performed with the aim to connect with the spirits of the datuk or
cakelele is imbued not only with artistic but also with strong spiritual
values. This tenth phase is sometimes also carried out simultaneously with the
Belang kora-kora event, although there are also villages in which it is observed
on other days. During the Belang kora-kora event, the various adat villages
paddle their boats against each other in a race. More will be said about this
event in the next section.
the bathing of the belang boat after the Belang kora-kora competition between
the adat
tita pantai
and it is a moment of great solidarity. After the various adat villages have
belang boats. This is a time at
which emotional tensions between rival villages are released and a moment
Tutup kampong, the activities which close
the village after the cakelele and/or the Belang kora-kora regatta. On that day,
everything related to the completed traditional rituals will be removed and
put away, beginning with the storing of the cakalele attributes, and the removal
adat house.
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: LOCAL BOATS
has described how traditional boats in Indonesia have characteristics which
getok tular
down from the ancestors. Generally, traditional boats are made of wood and
other raw materials which are easily obtained in various places (Jastro 2010:
sourced.
Indonesia is rich in a wide variety of boats based on their area of origin.
“Sumatra boats” are found in Sumatra and on the west coast of the Malay
Peninsula. Their characteristics are a long and low hull, high bow and a high
it suitable for use in the waters around Malacca which tend to be calm. The
and stern of equal height, vertical hull and rectangular sail, but which can
the northern coast of Java, on Madura, and in southern Java.10
type are that the hull of the boat is wide and short, the gunnels are low, the
ends are high and ornate, and it has one mast and one sail (Sulistiyono 2004:
cadik karere and the kora-kora which are still
the stories in the Hikayat but can also be seen in the decorative arts of other
kora-kora
are also an important feature on the boats themselves since, besides serving an
aesthetic purpose, the ornamentation on them is often imbued with a mythical,
mainly aesthetic purpose to attract tourists, the decorations on traditional boats
in Eastern Indonesia generally have religious and spiritual meanings (Jastro
depictions of humans and animals with the causes of death, while in some

Examples of this boat type are banting, cunia, jalur, jung, gobang, kalamba, kenabat bagolu, kolek,
lancing, lelayang, meudagara, parahu sasak, pencalang, rakit, sampan, sampan gadang, sampan kaur,
sampan payang (pamayang), tambangan, and tunda
10
Examples of this type of boat are lesung, sampan, sope, jegong, tembon (compreng), bondet, mayang,
kolek (mayang), konting (dogol), jukung katir, perahu prawean, golean lete, janggolan, pencalang, lambo,
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Mohammad Amir

about symbolism have also been circulated.

hand boat is described as a “perahu ‘Jukung

.

.

In the Hikayat Lonthoir by Neirabatij, there are several illustrations of boats
including the details of their decoration. For example, it is said that, as the
boatbuilders were constructing the second boat, they saw the young of a bird
called a susi and decided this should be the decoration on the bow of the boat
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Image 10. Excerpt from the Hikayat Lonthoir which features the boat Manuk Nusi
(Mananoesi
kabata. The name of this boat is related to the susi
bird the boat builders encountered while constructing the boat. The bird is depicted
on the bow. An explanation of the kabata is given between the red lines below the
:

The boat was called Manuk Nusi,11 and the drawing is accompanied by a
blessing and a kabata (more about the importance of the kabata
the Hikayat also reveals the connection between the boat and marine animals.
As decorations on boats, both these illustrations exemplify how nature and
constructed boats has been to be able to travel long distances and maintain
arrived in the sixteenth century. This international trade was a two-way affair

Suma Oriental, Tomé Pires mentions that one of
11

In the Hikayat, the name is written Mananoesi.
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facilities capable of transporting goods between islands. Thalib explains that
the belang and kora-kora
have chosen to use the compound Belang kora-kora because this is the term
Dutch reports record that, in the early seventeenth century, nearly sixty
big ships (called jung
the rest was transported on smaller vessels. The spices were transported to
Tomé Pires also mentions that, among the visitors to the city of Malacca,

as arumbai, kolekole, tambangan, jungku, belang, and rurehe
island shipping and some sailed as far as Malaysia and Singapore.
The traditional Belang kora-kora
kora-kora could
accommodate more than thirty to forty people and this one was decorated
belang
elements continues.
In fact, the tradition of building these boats was reinstated by Des Alwi, a

shape and meaning of the belang. Each of the traditional adat villages in the
belang adat and the remaining administrative villages
also have a boat called belang nasional. The latter are used for tourism, but the
belang adat still retains its traditional role.
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ets en gravure

belang at the rumah adat of
belang of
rumah adat
dalima
perang which are used during the cakalele

salawaku shields and
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Each adat village has its own distinctive belang adat, distinguished by
colours and symbols whose meaning is enshrined in the oral history of that
adat village. For example, in the belang of Fiat village, the colours of the belang
belang has a different
burung kakatua,
belang of
Namasawar, whose colour combination consists of green, red, yellow, and
belang
the prow and stern of the belang and the belang
belang adat is thirty-seven. Not all people serve as peddlers as some
occupy several other roles, namely:
1. Kapitan laut
sea war who has the expertise to guard the maritime territory. He stands
directs the course of the belang.
2. Imam

adat village. He

for protection, victory, and safety for the crew.
3. Tua adat (adat
his magical powers in order to protect and obtain victory.
4. Orang kamudi
belang
under the instructions and directions of the kapitan laut. He sits in the stern.
Natu, usually two people sitting opposite each other in the prow of a belang.
tiwa
singing kabata
encourage the peddlers.
Orang panggayong, or peddlers usually totalling thirty people. In addition to
peddling, they would once have acted as soldiers. They are seated two by
two, one on the left side and the other on the right side of the belang
pairs.
Akibalu, sometimes called timbaruang, usually consisting of two people in
charge of bailing out the belang and occasionally also dousing the peddlers
of the two akibalu

belang adat, there can be no doubt that the belang tradition not only provides
of community institutions, resembling a government agency with a clear
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hierarchy and a very neat division of roles. Therefore, if the function of belang
war strategy which was in advance of its time.
the belang tradition also underlines the importance of the connection between
the people and their natural environment. The decorations on the belang all
adat villages to
their environment. The bird is frequently used in cultural heritage practices
adat village Namasawar features a bird
on its belang and the bird can also be found on top of the puang, the opened
buka puang ceremony. The movements of a bird are
imitated in certain parts of the cakelele dance and also by the female mai-mai
and waddling until the tifa drum and natu

kabata.

animal references found on belang include a horsehead in the village Fiat, a
a watchdog on the belang
features a pomegranate (dalima), referring to the origin story of the mythical
siblings as described in the Hikayat Lonthoir. These elements have more than
a symbolic meaning, they also refer to the oral history of the islands. For
example, the dragon is featured on the belang of both Namasawar and Ratu, a
interpretation is that using these symbols is the result of acculturation from
The harmony between adat and religion and the people and their natural
environment does not necessarily extend to harmony between villages, since
the villages. For example, in the Hikayat Lonthoir Neirabatij writes that the
belang
and kabata

adat”, as these stories establish a
hierarchy between the various adat villages. These tensions were probably
tensions to gain and retain power. For example, Neirabatij describes in the
Hikayat Lonthoir
The belang
natural surroundings expressed in the decoration on their boats. These
community of their oral history. Although these symbols are partly explained
in the Hikayat Lonthoir
adat elders as sacred
kabata
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and cultural practices. Adat
the environment, the harmonious relationship between humans and nature,
and teaches mutual respect, care, and preservation.

: SONGS NARRATING ORAL HISTORY
In the previous section, we mentioned that the natu sing kabata from their adat
villages as the belang adat is paddled in competition against those of the other
adat villages. These kabata
kapata, are a typical cultural feature in

kabata in more detail as a
baileo
kabata as a combination of poetry and song.
kabata have two articulative
possibilities: they can be recited poetry or sung to a certain melody (with or
kabata is performed without a
tifa drum still
adds a musical effect because the metre is formed as it is declaimed (Tutuarima
kabata are performed during the Belang korakora race, they are supported by the rhythmic accompaniment supplied by the
natu on drum and gong.
Generally, the content of kabata
drawn from history, give advice, is a form of worship, tells of sacred places
kabata are stories about travel,
the origin of the population, advice or recount a tragedy and therefore act as a
kabata are performed in the local language,
commonly called Bahasa Tanah. Farid stipulates that tanah, the word for land,
tanah is an allencompassing word referring to life in its entirety and to the noble values
inherited from the past which are expressed in this language in the stories about
past experiences, pilgrimages, and their hopes for the future.
Although the Kabata Banda
onotani which
are performed by the Banda Asli
are sung in their native tongue, Turwandan
Bahasa Tanah is no longer
songs and prose pieces are also distinct. Most onotani refer to the journeys of
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the ancestors and pass on advice to future generations, while the Kabata Banda
the natural environment. Moreover, the Kabata Banda can only be performed
during traditional ceremonies such as Buka kampong, the cakelele dance, or the
belang race, while the onotani can also be performed during funerals, weddings,
concluding agreements, celebrations, and other ceremonies (Kaartinen 2012:
contemporary people with their ancestors. Their purpose is to transfer ideas,
experiences, stories, and values from the past to the present with their hopes
for a better future.

Image 13. Drawing of the boat Silawanie

kabata in Bahasa Tanah and

Kabata are therefore an important source for learning about the past, both
as a historical source and as a guide to understanding how people in the
kabata and the various hikayat are among the few
historical sources which describe the arrival of Islam in the Moluccas between
the eighth and thirteenth centuries. These include the Hikayat
Kapata Ulapoko in the tenth century AD,
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Hikayat as recorded by Neirabatij includes many kabata
in Bahasa Tanah, which are distinguished from the rest of the text either by
kabata are often followed by an interpretation explaining
kabata are generally sung to a rhythm, sometimes

using a tifa
performed at special moments in time such as Buka kampong, when the cakelele
dance is performed or as the belang adat is paddled. A special occasion on which
the kabata
adat village
a unique ceremony called Parigi pusaka, which encompasses the ritual cleansing
of their sacred well, is observed every seven to ten years. In a nutshell, there
are four Kabata Banda: Kabata buka kampong, Kabata cakalele, Kabata belang, and
Kabata parigi pusaka.
The Kabata Banda are either in prose or a poem written using either Bahasa
Tanah
people (adat
kabata language. As stated before, Bahasa
Tanah is more than a local language, it is the embodiment of the expression of
the past, present and enshrines their hopes for the future. Therefore, it is a
the kabata
this day.

Kabata Banda
are generally related to these themes: the natural environment (including
tragedies. They also often contain memories and advice. The following kabata
were recorded by Farid in the adat
kabata is followed by the explanation given by the adat
elders and an interpretation of the category (natural environment, spirituality,
these relates to the Hikayat
kabata which we discuss relate directly to the natural
environment.
Kakatuae manung kakae. Kasaturie manung leko rane.
kasturi

belang it is an
auspicious portent. This is the reason that the adat village of Fiat has carvings
of these birds on their adat belang
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the kabata
volcano in the kabata
The presence of birds is paid special attention in the oral history of the
Hikayat
from the water. The susi bird on the boat Manuk Nusi is another example of a
refers to the Javanese word for bird, manuk
The kabata mentioned above is not the only poem which mentions birds.
They are a recurring theme in many of the Kabata Banda. For example, in
the adat village Namasawar, there is a kabata which goes: “walang e walang e
marpati walange 2x, marpati lewetaka e”. This verse refers to the home of the
kabata refers
The importance of this pigeon is connected to the nutmeg trade, as it has
was long believed this was the reason for the special quality of the nutmeg
Other animals which receive particular attention in the kabata
such as in the following verses:
Sarui essarui manu ikang essarui. Sarui geteng-geteng manu ikang essarui.
‘Sarui is a sarui
sarui are sarui
Sarui essarui manu ikang essarui. Sarui nusukaru manu ikang essarui.
‘Sarui is a sarui
The sarui

The sarui
Islands. The Hikayat Lonthoir
12

Other stories

belang
restricted to mentions to it in oral history. Fishing is an important source of
variety of marine life.13 The islands are an important point of migration for

12
13
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and their marine environment.
The adat
reinforce this harmony between the people and nature. Natural features such
natural allies and sacred to life in the islands. These are not just commodities,
to protect them from danger and reassert their ties to nature before they go
keramat
still practised on the islands of Run and Ay where they have a positive effect
on preserving the coastal environment.
The preservation of the harmony between the people and their natural
adat leaders still
assert the traditional system of governance
adat is referred to as sasi
and the Island of Hatta is one location on which it has made a strong revival.
Here, the traditional system of sasi pertains to rules regulating the harvest
of nutmeg on land and the collection of lola seashells and the sea cucumber
observed that: “Sasi is a community action involving being wise about and
natural environment and their awareness of the wisdom in retaining harmony
between people and nature.
There are also kabata
such as:
Rani gunung lewerani. Man soro soro tanda gunung apie gunung lewerani.

This verse describes the journey of the ancestors who followed the current
Hikayat who

Hikayat

gunung
Dutch spelling here to indicate the various names for the mountain.

14

14
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Another possible meaning is that this journey refers to “the journey of

very beginning until the arrival of the Europeans which brought suffering and
tragedy. This connection between the origin of a people and mountains is a
ancestors is the reason many kabata use the phrase “aku somba”, which is often
misunderstood as worship of the ancestors or places or objects connected to
them.
The reverence to the ancestors might appear to reveal a dualism between
to God and therefore they are holy because of their closeness to the sacred.

Hikayat Banda
highest position and the ancestral spirits exist by the grace of God. So, even
though there are rituals addressed to gain favour with these ancestral spirits,
these rites are always accompanied by reading prayers addressed to God.
Hence, the spirituality in the kabata

spirituality. For example, the next two verses.

kabata deal with

A village elder explained that this verse is an instruction to the paddlers
of the adat village Fiat admonishing them to say bismillah before they paddle
their belang adat
representatives of religion and therefore a representative of God. Nirabati is a
During conversations with village elders, it became clear that this verse
activity must be preceded by the pronouncement of bismillah, an Arabic phrase
Hikayat many kabata begin with this
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the Hikayat describes that, when Siti Kalsum wanted children, her husband
After she had prayed to God, the pomegranate tree grew and she gave birth
to the seven legendary siblings. Moreover, the Hikayat describes the journey

Imam imamme juru hatibe. Lebi baca surat ayat qur’anne.
‘Imam and khatib

the imam and the khatib who are on the belang and who are in charge of reading
Imam” has a dual meaning: he can
be a leader in worship or in mundane social affairs. The khatib is a religious
lecturer and he is generally a researcher in religious studies. Therefore, the
their activities, their worldly affairs, from the ukhrawi. The profane and sacred
are interconnected, and the priest and khatib both play an important role.
The third category of kabata is related to the social structure of the
Dua e kapitang mari nai kora-kora. Sailuna risipali kora-kora limare.
‘
kora-kora

kora-kora

Belang kora-kora boat together. “Kapitang”
designates the social position of someone who acts as a war leader. In the
context of the belang, the role of the kapitang is to guard the sea territory. He
who sets the course of the belang. The interpretation of this verse might be
that the two captains refer to the two major groups, Orlima and Orsia, in the
belang is also connected to this
division of parties.
raja,
belang by the wearing
of distinctive clothing and special ornaments. This hierarchical position is
mentioned in the following kabata.
Saiketiran string saiketiran. Blang kings of saiketiran.
‘Sikiteran is saikiteran. Saikiteran

Saikiteran is another name for the belang of the adat village Fiat. The
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kabata relates to the colonial era, such as:
Gong bese tipa gong bese. Bala kompania e.
‘Iron gongs tifa

In this verse, the terms “gong bese” and “tifa” identify the instruments
the two cultures and the ownership of science and technology. It states that
These kabata
They have been solemnly passed down to the next generation and rehearsed
in silence and lamentation. Kabata Banda are a living testament to the close ties
to the ancestors and the supernatural as well as the surrounding environment.
They recount the harmony between the life in this world and the Hereafter.
environment.
Some verses of the Kabata Banda are alive with the strong spirituality of
life. Other Kabata Banda recall the tragedy and genocide which followed the
life. All these emotions are enshrined in deep and touching verses impregnated
with longing. These verses have been passed down by word of mouth from
generation to generation. Their contents are believed to be true by those who
call themselves the orang Banda,
treasure beyond any other wealth.

CONCLUSION
entwined with the natural and marine environment in which the people live.
This article has described elements in which this connection is apparent: the
oral history as described in the Hikayat Lonthoir, the ceremony of Buka kampong,
the observances around the adat belang and the connection this establishes
between nature and culture and the Kabata Banda which describe in more detail
the intricacy of these intimate ties between the social life and the importance
of the nature which surrounds it.
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The Hikayat Lonthoir as written down by Neirabatij not only records the
reliance of the people on their environment. The mountains especially are an
but also function as sacred sites at which important meetings are held and, in
and adat
The Buka kampong ceremony is an example of a harmonious event in which
religion, adat and natural symbolism are all present in equal quantities. During
this ceremony, the opening of the coconut bud is an essential part before any
adat performance such as the cakelele dance or Belang kora-kora regatta
cakelele dance. These bamboo poles are treated with special care,
orang kaya were
parts were displayed on such poles.
After the Buka kampong ceremony and the performances of the cakelele, the
traditional belang of each adat village can be paddled in a race against the other
adat villages. The boats with which this race is conducted have been built using
natu recite kabata which describe the oral
history of their villages and their connections to their natural environment.
The kabata sung on the belang are one of the four categories of Kabata Banda:
Kabata buka kampong, Kabata cakalele, Kabata belang, and Kabata parigi pusaka.
The Kabata Banda are recited in Bahasa Tanah to the rhythmic beat of the tiwal
drums. Although Bahasa Tanah
describing historical events, these kabata offer advice, spiritual guidance and
reinforce the close ties between the people and their island.
adat practices

strong and revive some kabata
Banda Asli

preserve the marine environment and their cultural connections to it.
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GLOSSARY
INDONESIAN WORD

ENGLISH MEANING

adat

Set of local traditions, ceremonies, lore, values, and ways of life

Bahasa Tanah

kabata
encompasses all aspects of life. Also referred to as “Basa Tana”

Banda Asli
bapak lima / siwa

Men of Orlima or Orsia, the male elders of an adat village, also
orangtua bapak”

belang
Bhoi or Boij

Boi
Buka kampong
buka puang

cakelele and Belang kora-kora regatta
Buka kampong ceremony, during which
the mayang plays a central role

cakalele
Islands
datuk

Spirits of ancestors

getok tular

Hereditary, oral tradition

kabata
keramat

Bahasa Tanah
Sacred or holy location for an adat village or neighbourhood

kora-kora
mai-mai

performed alongside the cakelele dance

Orlima or Orsia, the female elders of the adat
orangtua mama

mama lima / siwa
mayang
natu

maruka dance

Buka kampong

ceremony

Name of the two performers of the kabata and drummers on
the belang

orang Banda
orang kaya
Orlima
Ulilima.
Orsia

One of the two party-system, meaning the “people of nine”.
Ulisiwa.

patola

Red cloth which acts as a symbol of victory

perang

Swords used during cakelele performance

rumah adat

The house in which adat traditions are observed and attributes
rumah kampong”
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salawaku

Shields used during cakelele performance

tampa siri
tifa / tiwal

Traditional drums played during adat ceremonies. The tiwal
has a wider diameter and is hit with a rattan, while the tifa is
smaller and usually played by hand.
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